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Abstract: This paper reports the results of a mixed-methods classroom experiment that 

examines how students use interactive virtual representations to order groups of fractions. The 

results of the experiment suggest that students can learn to construct virtual representations of 

fractions with minimal instruction, but their ability to construct virtual representations of 

fractions is not always aligned with their ability to correctly order groups of fractions 

represented symbolically.  

Introduction  
In June of 2011, we began the second year of a design-based research project called Helping At-Risk Students 

Learn Fractions (HALF). The long-term goal of the project is to design a fractions intervention curriculum that 

adapts assessments to students’ level of understanding, and then uses interactive virtual representations within a 

proven classroom instructional model to help students improve their conceptual understanding of fractions. We 

conducted this experiment to understand if students were able to use the HALF computer system to construct 

correct virtual representations of fractions and if constructing virtual representations of fractions improved 

students’ ability to order groups of fractions represented symbolically. The experiment also investigated the 

correct and incorrect strategies students use to order fractions. 

Background  
USA students’ lack of understanding of fractions concepts is well documented (e.g. National Mathematics 

Advisory Panel, 2008). To address this problem, the Rational Number Project (RNP) team conducted a large 

number of investigations over a period of two decades and then used the results of those investigations to design 

an experimental, manipulative-based fractions curriculum. The curriculum placed particular emphasis on the use 

of multiple physical models and translations within and between pictorial, verbal, real world, and symbolic 

representations of fractions. An evaluation of the curriculum with over 1600 fourth and fifth graders showed 

that students who used RNP materials significantly outperformed students in a control condition on four of six 

subscales: concepts, order, transfer, and estimation (Cramer, Post, & delMas, 2002).  

Despite the positive impact of manipulative-based instruction, teachers often struggle to implement 

manipulatives in classrooms due to a variety of practical and pedagogical difficulties. For example, 

manipulative pieces often become lost or broken, and in a typical classroom of twenty or more students, 

teachers cannot monitor the activity of every student while they are using the manipulatives. As a result, 

teachers may not be able to provide students with appropriate goals for using the manipulatives or provide 

formative feedback. However, many of these practical and pedagogical difficulties may be eliminated if teachers 

use virtual rather than physical manipulatives (Clements & McMillan, 1996). We compared virtual and physical 

fractions manipulatives in previous research, and our results showed that virtual manipulatives are as effective 

as physical manipulatives but are significantly more time-efficient (Mendiburo, 2010). Therefore, we chose to 

include interactive virtual representations rather than physical manipulatives in the HALF fractions intervention.  

 

Methodology 
We conducted the two-day experiment reported in this paper in three classrooms of mixed-ability middle school 

students located in Middle Tennessee. The students were introduced to the interactive virtual representations 

and then asked to complete three sets of practice problems that required students to order groups of four 

fractions represented symbolically. The computer system required students to construct virtual representations 

prior to answering each of the first five problems. During the second set of five problems, students were allowed 

to choose whether or not they wanted to construct virtual representations prior to answering each problem. The 

system required students to solve the last five problems without constructing virtual representations. A 

researcher collected field notes while the students completed all three sets of practice problems, and the 

computer system collected log data. We used the data from the computer log files to select ten students with 

different performance characteristics to interview individually. During the interviews, we asked the students 

questions intended to help us understand their perceptions of the functionality of the interactive virtual 

representations and their usefulness as a tool for solving fractions problems. We also asked the students to talk 

aloud as they solved practice problems with and without the interactive virtual representations. 
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Results 
The results of the experiment suggest that students can learn to build virtual representations of fractions with 

minimal instruction, but their ability to build virtual representations of fractions is not always aligned with their 

ability to correctly order groups of fractions represented symbolically. For all of the students in this experiment, 

the percentage of correct virtual representations when the students were required to construct virtual 

representations and when the students had the option to construct virtual representations was 83.4% and 87.0% 

respectively. In contrast, the percentage of correct responses to the practice problems under these two conditions 

was 56.6% and 61.3% respectively. This suggests that some students who quickly learned to construct virtual 

representations could not make accurate connections between the representations and the correct answers to the 

practice problems.  

 During the individual interviews, students stated that they felt the tool we designed was easy to use to 

create virtual representations, and they had few suggestions for ways to improve the tool. However, the results 

of the two problems we asked each student to solve by talking aloud during the interview align with the 

assessment results; they show that students who construct accurate virtual representations of fractions vary 

substantially in their ability to correctly order fractions represented symbolically. Analysis of students’ solutions 

revealed multiple correct and incorrect strategies for comparing fractions, and since the questions were multi-

step problems that required comparing four fractions rather than just two fractions, the response to a single 

question given by a single student often included multiple strategy codes. The most common correct strategy 

code was the reference point strategy, in which students relate the size of two fractions to a third number (Behr 

et. al, 1984 & Cramer et. al, 2002). We found the students who used the reference point strategy typically used 

one-half as the reference point. The students’ teacher told our research team prior to the start of the intervention 

that she heavily emphasized understanding the relative size of one-half in comparison to other fractions in her 

most recent teaching about fractions, which probably explains the predominant use of the reference point 

strategy in the students’ responses. However, two of the three students who answered the questions incorrectly 

also used the reference point strategy, but they applied the strategy incorrectly. These students’ answers showed 

evidence of the whole number dominance strategy – a very common incorrect strategy in which students 

compare fractions by making separate comparisons of the numerators and the denominators using the ordering 

of whole numbers (Behr, et. al, 1984).  

 

Discussion 
In future versions of the system, we plan to include instruction in the system that emphasizes the inverse 

relationship between the numerator and denominator of a fraction and shows that the whole number dominance 

strategies is an incorrect method for reasoning about fractions. We plan to scaffold this instruction for students 

of different ability-levels, and we plan to differentiate instruction based on teacher or computer-based 

assessment of the particular correct and incorrect strategies used by a student when making comparisons 

between fractions. The computer will collect data about students’ actions with the manipulatives during each 

phase of instruction, and it will add and remove scaffolds to the virtual representations using the formative data 

it collects. With these improvements, we expect the system to have a significant positive impact on students’ 

conceptual understanding of fractions. 
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